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This handbook includes tips and 
tricks to help you craft an impactful  
and memorable submission.  

How to take part
Pupils can take part as a group  
or individually. There are three  
age group categories:

       Years 7 & 8
       Years 9 & 10
       Years 11, 12 & 13

Pupils can submit their proposals  
in a group or as individuals.  
We encourage groups of  
no more than five pupils. 

There is no entry fee to submit  
to the RSA Pupil Design Awards.

The judging process
Pupils proposals are reviewed and 
evaluated by expert reviewers based on 
brief and age category and against our 
evaluation criteria. Expert reviewers in the 
past have included Student Design Award 
alumni, Royal Designers for Industry, 
practising designers and RSA staff.

Showcase your unique style
You have complete creative freedom  
on the layout, style and design of your 
boards and this is a great opportunity  
to showcase your own original style.

Please note: all boards presented in this 
document are examples only of the work made 
by past RSA Pupil Design Awards participants. 
You are not expected to replicate their style.

About the RSA Pupil Design Awards

Further links

RSA Pupil Design Awards

Evaluation criteria

Useful resources
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https://www.thersa.org/pupil-design-awards
https://www.thersa.org/pupil-design-awards/entry-evaluation
https://www.thersa.org/pupil-design-awards/info-support


Evaluation criteria

Pupils’ proposals will be evaluated based 
on the following evaluation criteria:

Social and 
environmental impact

Rigorous research and 
compelling insights

Viability Creativity and 
innovation

Download all of this year’s  
open briefs

View teacher training 
resources

View gallery of work from 
Pupil Design Award winners

Further links

1 2

3 4

• How does the proposal make a positive difference 
for people and/or the natural world?

• How does the final proposal consider diverse needs 
and equitable ways to meet those needs?

• How does the proposal engage with the local 
community in its chosen context?

• How does the proposal consider using materials, 
processes, and resources in a sustainable way?

• Has the pupil/team undertaken first-hand research 
by identifying the needs and motivations of people 
affected by the problem in your brief?

• Has the pupil/team conducted research into the wider 
context of the problem on the internet or through 
reading material?

• How does the proposal build on key insights grounded 
in people’s needs and motivations, and gained through 
wider research?

• How does the proposal incorporate feedback and 
testing through prototyping and iteration?

• Has the pupil/team considered how the proposal will 
work in practice?

• Has the pupil/team considered the cost of the proposal 
and how it might be funded and sustained?

• Has the pupil/team identified any potential barriers that 
might prevent the proposal working in practice? How 
might these be overcome?

• Has the pupil/team considered how they would measure 
the success of their proposal if it became a reality?

• How is the proposal different from existing 
solutions? How might it be better or more useful?

• What unexpected or surprising elements are 
included in the proposal? What value do these 
add to the idea?
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https://www.thersa.org/pupil-design-awards/design-briefs
https://www.thersa.org/pupil-design-awards/design-briefs
https://www.thersa.org/pupil-design-awards/teacher-training
https://www.thersa.org/pupil-design-awards/teacher-training
https://www.thersa.org/pupil-design-awards/winners
https://www.thersa.org/pupil-design-awards/winners


Submission requirements

Page 1:

Page 4:

Page 2:

Page 5:

Page 3:

Page 6:

Research board:

• What design brief are you tackling? 
• What research have you done to 

investigate the challenge and understand 
how the people/environment are affected? 

• How did you conduct some primary 
research to understand the issue better? 

Findings:

• What is the specific problem 
you are focusing on? 

• What were your key findings 
from your research? 

• What were your insights from 
your research?

Ideation:

• How have you explored 
potential ideas? 

• What ideas did you decide 
to explore further? 

• What was successful/
unsuccessful about them? 

Testing and development:

• How did you test your idea? 
• Who did you ask for feedback? 
• How did you incorporate 

feedback into your proposal? 

Impact:

• How could your proposal work  
in the real world? 

• What could be the challenges 
you might face when putting your 
proposal into the real world? 

• What positive impact will your 
proposal have?

Final idea:

• Tell us about your final idea 
in one statement. 

• Who is your proposal aimed 
at and why? 

• What makes it different to 
existing solutions? 

Pupils’ are required to submit 
one document with six pages:
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Happiness co.  
A watch that helps your display 
and track your emotions. 

Year 7+8 
4 students shortlisted for 
Learning to belong 2021/22 brief.

Aura 
A product for students that 
triggers a sensory response to 
focus minds and calm senses.

Year 9+10 
4 students shortlisted for 
Learning to belong 2021/22 brief.

Examples
Page 1: Research board
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Tips:

Make your research question clear, what is 

the problem that you are trying to solve? 

This stage requires time to discover and 

understand a new subject, which is an 

exciting opportunity to broaden your mind.

Research board:

• What design brief are you tackling? 
• What research have you done to 

investigate the challenge and understand 
how the people/environment are affected? 

• How did you conduct some primary 
research to understand the issue better? 

Illustrated 
results from 
survey

Clearly listed statistics
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Examples
Page 2: Findings

Tips:

What’s the specific problem you 

are focusing on? 

Make your focus and interpretation 

of the briefs clear to the judges.

Findings:

• What is the specific problem 
you are focusing on? 

• What were your key findings 
from your research? 

• What were your insights from 
your research?

Hydraseed 
A drink container that naturally 
biodegrades/decomposes with integrated 
seeds related to the drink flavour.

Year 9+10 
3 students commended for  
All being well 2022/23 brief.

Key findings from 
online research
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Examples
Page 3: Ideation

Tips:

Communicate your creative idea and 

consider the best layout for this: we 

recommend avoiding large blocks of text, 

consider showing your ideas through 

drawing, photography, 3d models and  

graphs, etc.

This may be the most time-consuming  

stage as it’s important to keep testing  

and be open to your idea changing.

Ideation:

• How have you explored 
potential ideas? 

• What ideas did you decide 
to explore further? 

• What was successful/
unsuccessful about them? 

Detailed plans for 
designing product

Idea exploration
Food waste pop-up book  
A pop-up book for children designed to 
educate them on food waste and the 
importance of growing their own food.

Year 11,12+13
1 student commended for  
Food for thought 2021/22 brief.
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Examples
Page 4: Testing and development

Tips:

Communicate the different types of research 

you’ve carried out and how you applied 

these insights to enhance communicating 

the key message of your creative (e.g. have 

you tested this with your identified users, 

community members classmates, etc).

Testing and development:

• How did you test your idea? 
• Who did you ask for feedback? 
• How did you incorporate 

feedback into your proposal? 

Interviews with users inform development

Aura 
A product for students that 
triggers a sensory response to 
focus minds and calm senses.

Year 9+10 
4 students shortlisted for 
Learning to belong 2021/22 brief.

Survey conducted 
to collect feedback

Food waste pop-up book  
A pop-up book for children designed to 
educate them on food waste and the 
importance of growing their own food.

Year 11,12+13
1 student commended for  
Food for thought 2021/22 brief.
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Examples
Page 5: Impact

Tips:

Clearly show the positive potential of your 

creative solution; what impact would your 

idea have in the world for real people?

Impact:

• How could your proposal work  
in the real world? 

• What could be the challenges 
you might face when putting your 
proposal into the real world? 

• What positive impact will your 
proposal have?

Powering people 
A way to bring the community 
together while promoting green 
energy and saving the planet

Year 11,12+13
1 student commended for 
Powering people 2021/22 brief.

Awareness and detailed 
explanation of wider 
impact of solution



Tips:

Consider presenting your work and receiving 

feedback on your submission boards from 

people unfamiliar with your idea. 

Do other people understand your project 

solution from reading your submission boards? 

Is your project clear in words and visuals?
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Examples
Page 6: Final idea Final idea:

• Tell us about your final idea 
in one statement. 

• Who is your proposal aimed 
at and why? 

• What makes it different to 
existing solutions? 

Food waste pop-up book  
A pop-up book for children designed to 
educate them on food waste and the 
importance of growing their own food.

Year 11,12+13
1 student commended for  
Food for thought 2021/22 brief.

Detailed use of materials

Physical prototype 
made from paper

Computer model 
prototype



Tips:

Consider presenting your work and receiving 

feedback on your submission boards from 

people unfamiliar with your idea. 

Do other people understand your project 

solution from reading your submission boards? 

Is your project clear in words and visuals?
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Examples
Page 6: Final idea Final idea:

• Tell us about your final idea 
in one statement. 

• Who is your proposal aimed 
at and why? 

• What makes it different to 
existing solutions? 

Aura  
A product for students that 
triggers a sensory response to 
focus minds and calm senses.

Year 9+10 
4 students shortlisted for 
Learning to belong 2021/22 brief.

Physical prototype 
made from cardboard

Clear understanding of 
uniqueness of product

Identified target audience



Tips:

Consider presenting your work and receiving 

feedback on your submission boards from 

people unfamiliar with your idea. 

Do other people understand your project 

solution from reading your submission boards? 

Is your project clear in words and visuals?
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Examples
Page 6: Final idea Final idea:

• Tell us about your final idea 
in one statement. 

• Who is your proposal aimed 
at and why? 

• What makes it different to 
existing solutions? 

Powering people 
A way to bring the community 
together while promoting green 
energy and saving the planet

Year 11,12+13
1 student commended for 
Powering people 2021/22 brief.

Photography used to 
show project visuals

Identified target 
audience and benefits
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Resources

Get in contact with the team to 
receive free RSA mentoring support  
for pupils working on briefs.

Mentoring

Make your own 
data collection 
tools on  
Survey Monkey.

Research tools

Collect data and 
search topics by 
theme on Our 
World in Data.

Access free 
photography 
on Pexels.

Creative tools

Access free  
visual icons on 
Noun Project.

Use the submission board template 
document made on Canva to help 
compose the story of your brief work.

Submission board template

Need more help?

The Pupil Design Awards team are keen to break 

down barriers that might prevent you or your 

pupils participating or entering the competition. 

Please get in touch by email so we can assist you 

further: pupildesignawards@rsa.org.uk

mailto:pupildesignawards@rsa.org.uk
https://uk.surveymonkey.com/
https://ourworldindata.org/
https://ourworldindata.org/
https://www.pexels.com/
https://thenounproject.com/
https://www.canva.com/design/DAF0-9WWqeQ/BlD_JIx9whfz0kMYv7BJbQ/edit?utm_content=DAF0-9WWqeQ&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton
https://www.canva.com/design/DAF0-9WWqeQ/BlD_JIx9whfz0kMYv7BJbQ/edit?utm_content=DAF0-9WWqeQ&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton


Submissions open for entries in March and close in April.
Find out more about the RSA Pupil Design Awards  
and submit entries online          Visit our website 

Keep up to date with latest news and competition 
development          Subscribe to our newsletter

Pupil Design Awards

Contact:

Follow:

Visit us:

Email

Twitter

Instagram

LinkedIn

pupildesignawards@rsa.org.uk

RSA, Pupil Design Awards
8 John Adam Street,
London, WC2N 6EZ
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https://www.thersa.org/pupil-design-awards
https://www.thersa.org/student-design-awards#newsletter
https://twitter.com/theRSAorg
https://www.instagram.com/thersaorg/
https://uk.linkedin.com/company/thersaorg
mailto:pupildesignawards@rsa.org.uk

